THE INCARNATION:
A STUDY OF PHILIPPIANS II. 5-11.
(Continued j1·om p. 177.)

IN the former part of this article we have considered the
relation of the passage to the preceding context, the description of the Subject, " Christ Jesus," as pre-existing
and continually subsisting (lnrapxrov) in the form of God
(ev p.opcf>fj Bcov), and have maintained the primitive interpretation of the latter words as denoting the fulness of the
Godhead against all attempts to assign to them any lower
meaning.
We now proceed to examine the next clause, the difficulties of which have given occasion to endless discussion and
the widest diversities of opinion.
v.

oirx ap7raryp.ov

~ry~uaro

TO c'lva£ rua ®crj).

In the interpretation of this clause we have to determine
the following questions:
(a) What is the meaning of. the words £ua Bcrj) and their
relation to f.Lopcf>~ Bcov?
(b) Do they denote Christ's condition before His Incarnation, or that to which He was to attain only as His reward ?
(c) What is the meauing of ovx ap1raryp.ov ~ry~uaro?
(a) In the Revised Version the word& £ua Berj) are translated on an equality with God, instead of equal with God, as
in the Authorised Version.
The change is of great importance to the right interpretation of the whole passage.
241
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The rendering "equal with God," denoting the same
essential equality of nature which is already expressed by
"being in the form oj God," is evidently derived from the
Latin Version, "esse se aequalem Deo," which passed at an
early period into the theological writings of the Western
Church.
It was apparently due at first to the fact that the Latin
language had no adequate mode of representing the exact
form and meaning of the Greek elva£ ftTa Berj).
The neuter plural ftTa, whether used adverbially or as an
adjective, cannot refer to the one unchanging nature or
essence of Deity, but denotes the various conditions or
states in which it was possible for that nature to exist and
manifest itself as divine.
Unfortunately this force of the neuter plural has not been
very generally observed, or not quite accurately expressed.
Bishop Lightfoot says : " Between the two expressions
ftTo~ elva£ and ftTa elva£ no other distinction can be drawn,
except that the former refers rather to the person, the latter
to the attributes."
The word "attributes " seems unfortunately to mar what
might otherwise have been a well-drawn distinction; for
" attributes " are essential, and the sum of the " attributes "
makes up the whole essence ; they are therefore inseparable from the very existence ef the person. 1
The true distinction appears to be that, whereas elva£ ftTo~
would denote equality of nature, elvat ftTa points to the
states and circumstances, which are separable from the
essence, and therefore variable, or, in a logical sense (if we
may so speak with reverence), "accidental."
The distinction is the same as that in Latin betweelil the
Vnlgate, "esse se aequalem Deo," and Tertullian's 2 "pariari
1 Compare Bruce, Humiliation, p. 128 : " The divine attributes afe tht
divine essence, and therefore inseparable from jt."
j Adv . .Marcion, v. 20,
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Deo," "to be on a par with God," and between "equal
with God" (A. V.), and "on an equality with God" (R.V.).
This use of tua may be illustrated by such passages as
Job xi. 12 : (3poTO~ s~ ryeVY'YJTO~ ryvvauco~ iua lJvrp EP'YJJLlT'[} ; and
;;f'O£a To£~
Thucyd., i. 25: XP'YJJLaTwv SvvaJLe£ lJvTe~ •
r EA.A.~vwv 7T'AOVUUlJTaTOt~, both quoted by Bishop Lightfoot;.
and by Job xxx. 19: ~'Y'YJUa£ Se JLe tu a 7ri]'Arp; and by Thucyd.
iii. 14 : €v ov Trj) leprj) iua teal. ltceTa£ EUJLEY,
In opposition to this ancient interpretation Meyer asserts 1
" that To eiva£ 'tua Beep cannot be something essentially
different from lv JLopcpfi Beau, but must in substance denote
the same thing, namely, the divine habitus of Christ, which
is expressed as to its form of appearance by lv JLopcpfi Beov
v7rapxwv, and as to its internal nature by To elva£ iua Beep."
Again, in the footnote to this passage he adds, that Paul
" distinguishes very precisely and suitably between the two
ideas representing the same state, by saying that Christ, in
His divine pre-human form of life, did not venture to use
this His God-equal being for making booty. Both, therefore, express the very same divine habitus ; but the elva£ iua
Berj) is the general element which presents itself in the
divine JLopcp~ as its substratum and lies at its basis, so that
the two designations exhaust the idea of divinity."
We have here two important errors, which introduce a
hopeless confusion into Meyer's interpretation.
(1) The word habitus, which he uses to express the whole
"idea of divinity," and emphasizes in both sentences by
italics, is the technical Latin for uxiJJLa, and is so used both
in the Vulgate of v. 7, and in S. Augustine's interpretation
of it, " De eo quod scriptum est : Et habitu inventus ut
homo." 2
1

p. 81, E. Tr,

t

J)e diversiB Qur;eltionibus, lxxiii.
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Meyer himself has given an excellent interpretation of the
word in v. 7: " ~xfip.a, habitus, which receives its more
precise reference from the context, denotes here the entire
outwardly perceptible mode and form, the whole shape of
the phenomenon apparent. to the senses (1 Cor. vii. 31).
Men saw in Christ a human form, bearing,
language, action, mode of life, wants and their satisfaction,
etc., in general the state and relations of a human being,
so that in the entire mode of His appearance He made
Himself known and was recognised (evpeO.) as a rnan."
(2) Meyer applies ev p.opifJfi Beov v1rapxrov to the "forrn
of appearance," and To elva£ i'o-a BeiJ to the "internal
nature " of Christ in His pre-existence. This interpretation
is wrong as to both expressions, and actually inverts their
meanings.
MopifJ~. as we have shown above (pp. 171 ff.), is the" essential form," or "specific character1" which pre-supposes
the "nature," and is inseparable from it. To elva£ i'o-a ®eiJ
describes the " state and relations " of a Divine Being, His
modes of manifestation : it is thus not co-ordinate, but subordinate, to p.opifJ~ Beov, just as its correlative in v. 7 is
shown by Meyer himself (p. 90) to be subordinate to p.opifJ~
oovA.ov : " The more precise positive definition of the mode
in which He emptied Himself is supplied by p.opifJ~v oovA.ov
A.af]wv, and the latter then receives through ev op.. avOp.
ryevop.evor:; "al. o-x~f.lan evp. wr:; &vOp. its specification of mode
correlative to elva£ i'o-a Bep. 1 This specification is not coordinate(De Wette, Baumgarten-Crusius, Weiss, Schenkel),
but subordinate to p.opifJ~v oovA.ov A.a/3wv.
(b) The conclusion to which we have just been led by
considering the meaning of the words p.opifJ~, o-xflp.a, lo-a
Bef>, is strongly confirmed by the general structure of vv.
6, 7, and the balance of the two sets of contrasted clauses.
1

These last italics only are mine.-E. H. G.
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As Jv p.opf/Jfi E>Eov v1rapxwv finds its antithesis in p.opf/J~v
oovXov Xaf3wv, so oux ap7raryp.ov rJ'YfJUaTO TO dvat 'tua BerjJ is
in direct antithesis to aXXa EUVTOV f1CEVWU€V.
This latter antithetical relation is placed beyond dispute
(1) by the direct opposition indicated by OUIC
aXXa,
and (2) by the necessary logical connexion of the two
clauses.
For since the phrase €avTov €KevwuEv conveys of itself an
incomplete idea, we are at once driven to ask, Of what did
Christ empty Himself? And the only possible answer is,
He emptied Himself of that which He did not regard as an
ap7raryp.ov. 1

From this again it follows, that To Elvat 'tua BerjJ denotes
something which Christ already possessed as " being in the
form of God." It is the condition of glory aud majesty
which was the adequate manifestation of His divine nature, 2
and which He resigned for a time by taking the form of a
servant.
When De Wette, who acknowledges that " KEvovv is
referred to To Elvat 'tua BErjJ," goes on to say, "and that, in
so far as Jesus might have had it in His power, not in that
He actually possessed it," Tholuck 3 asks very pertinently,
" Who ever employed the word " empty " in regard to the
renunciation of something not yet acquired? Can you say
that any one empties himself of that which he does not as
yet possess? How much better, with the ancient school of
interpreters, to refer "*'vovv to an equality of condition with
God actually present, of which Christ resigned the use."
Dr. Bruce (p. 23) says rightly: " Beyond all doubt, therefore, whatever To
eec;; may mean, it points to something which both the connection of
thought and the grammatical structure of the sentence require us to regard the
Son of God GS willing to give up."
2 This explains the force of the Article To elva.t f. e., to which Meyer draws
attention aS pointing back to fV p.oprpfj e. inr.
3 Disputatio Theologica, Halle, 1848, p. 14.
1

dva.t f<Ta.
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De Wette's view, however, is still maintained in the third
edition of Thomasius, Christi Person und Werk, i. p. 417 :
"Now if ovx ap7ra'Y!l-fJII ~ry~uaTo means, as cannot be
doubted, non rapiendum sibi duxit, TO etvat rua eep will
mean something which He did not possess before, and so
something different from 11-opcpi] eeou, which belonged to
Him as God."
Thomasius names Tholuck as holding this view, although
ip the passage quoted above from the Disputatio Theologica
he argues expressly and, as it seems, conclusively against it.
The statements of Thomasius that the meaning " non
rapiendum sibi duxit cannot be doubted," and that "all
other meanings, non prcedam sibi duxit, or, 'He would not
hold it fast pertinaciously,' cannot be justified lexically,"
are mere arbitrary assertions, which cannot themselves be
justified in relation to the context.
We thus get rid of the chief cause of error and confusion
in the interpretation of the whole passage, namely, the
notion that Christ emptied Himself of the" form of God."
This view, though adopted by Meyer, Alford, and other
interpreters/ is so directly opposed to the meaning of the
words, v1rapxwv, 11-opcp~, f.ua eer;;, and also to the antithetical arrangement and logical connexion of the several
clauses, that I cannot refrain from expressing my firm
conviction that it must in the end be regarded as utterly
untenable by every .competent Greek scholar, who will
examine the arguments opposed to it carefully, and without
dogmatic prejudice.
(c) Assuming, as we now may, that "the being on an
equality with God " was something which Christ possessed
prior to His Incarnation, and then for a time resigned, we
1 Bruce, Humiliation, p. 26 : " All that can be confidently affirmed is, that
the Apostle does conceive the Incarnation under the aspect of an exchange of
a divine form for a human form of being : so that, as expositors, we are not
entitled to interpret the words, being in the form of God as meaning 'continuing
to subsist in divine form.' "
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have next to consider and choose between two meanings of
the word ap'TT'aryp,ov.
Does it here denote an action, a "robbery" (A. V.), or
the object of an action, "a prize" (R.V.)? In other words,
has it an active or a passive signification?
The course of the following inquiry will perhaps be made
clearer, if we :first show in a free paraphrase the two interpretations to which we are led by the different senses
as.cribed to ap'TT'aryp,ov.
1. With the active sense "robbery" or " usurpation"
we get the following meaning :
"Who because He was subsisting in the essential form of
God, did not regard it as any usurpation that He was on
an equality of glory and majesty with God, but yet emptied
Himself of that co-equal glory, by taking the form of a
created servant of God."

2. The passive sense gives a different meaning to the
passage:
"Who though He was subsisting in the essential form of
God, yet did not regard His being on an equality of glory
and majesty with God as a prize and treasure to be held
fast, but emptied Himself thereof, etc."
In favour of the active sense it is urged (1) that this is
the meaning of ap'TT'aryp,or; in the only known instance of its
use by a classical writer, Plutarch, de Puerorum Educatione,
p. 12A : TOll €JC Kp~T'T}<; JCaA.ovp,€110V ap'TT'aryp,ov; (2) that the
passive sense would be more properly expressed by the very
usual form llp'TT'aryp,a.
Both these arguments are true, but neither of them
decisive.
(1) We cannot attach much importance to the passages
quoted by Bishop Lightfoot from Christian writers of the
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4th and 5th centuries to show that ap7raryp.Or:; is equivalent
to ap7raryp.a, because this later usage is probably derived
from the very passage before us. But we may fairly say
that the single passage from Plutarch, in which the active
sense is found, is not sufficient to prove that the word
could not have been used in the passive sense in St. Paul's
time.
To the arguments urged against the passive sense (2)
Bishop Lightfoot replies that "as a matter of fact substantives in -p.or:; are frequently used to describe a concrete
thing, e.g., Oeup.or:;, xpr;up.or:;, cpparyp.or:;, etc."
Of these examples Oeup.or:; and XP7Jup.or:; are hardly relevant, as these words have no alternative forms in -p.a. But
cpparyp.or:; is a very good instance.
In Herodotus vii. 36, it is applied to the " fence " or
" bulwark " on either side of Xerxes' bridge, constructed
to prevent the baggage-animals from seeing the water :
cpparyp.ov 7rapelpvuav ifvOev

tCa~

ifvOev.

In Herodotus viii. 52 we read that the Persians, having
attached lighted tow to their arrows, hoE~:vov er:; -ro cpparyp.a,
the cpparyp.a being the barricade of planks and timbers with
which the Athenians had tried to fortify the Acropolis.
It is evident that cpparyp.or:; in the forme·r passage has the
same passive sense as cpparyp.a in the latter.
Another good exa_mple is found in the usage of u-raXaryp.or:;,
which, with its cognate u-raXaryp.a, exactly corresponds to
ap7raryp.or:;' &p7raryp.a.

Thus we read in lEschyl., Eum., 802:

and in Sophocles, Antig., 1239:
tCa~ cpvutrov oEeiav etC{3aXXet 7T'VO~V
XevKfi 7rapt:t~ cpotvtov umXaryp.aTor:;.

With these passages compare lEsch., Theb., 60:
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1re0ia o' apryTJuT~~ acppo~
XPaive£ uTa"Aaryp.o'i~ i7r7rud}w EIC 1rvevp.ovwv ;

and Eum., 247 :
TETpavp.anup.evov ryd-p ro~ ICVWV ve/3pov,
1rpo~ alp.a "al. uTa"Aaryp.Ov eiCp.auTevop.ev.

Soph., Fragm., 340:
Aap.7rE£ o'aryv£eV~ (3rop.o~ aTp.i~wv 7rvpl.
up.vpvTJ~ uTa"Aaryp.ov~, /3ap(3apov~ euouJ.l-lac;.

Eurip., Ion., 351: ~~~ o€ UTa"Aa-yp.o~ ev UTt{Jrp T£~ a'tp.aTO~.
It is evident that in these latter passages uTa"Aaryp.o~ has
exactly the same meaning as uTa"Aaryp.a in the former.
While these examples suffice to show that ap1raryp.o~ may
have a passive sense, its combination with ~ry.fJuaTo renders
this probable in the present passage. For Bishop Lightfoot has shown that "with such verbs as ~rye'iuOat, 7rO£e'iu8a£,
vop.i~ew, etc., lip1raryp.a is employed like ;pp.a£ov, eiJpTJp.a, to
denote ' a highly prized possession, an unexpected gain.' "
The two quotations most pertinent, as containing both
&p1raryp.a and ~rye'iu8a£, are Heliodorus, vii. 20 : oux lip1raryp.a
ovo€ Jpp.a£OV qrye'im£ TO 7rparyp.a; and Titus Bostr., c. Manich.,
i. 2, lip7raryp.a vevoro~ TO aVaryiCa'iov Tij~ cpvuew~ ~rye'iTa£.
These passages are both from writers of the 4th century,
the only example given from an author nearly contemporary
with St. Paul being Plutarch., de Alexandri Fort., 330D:
tl
r1
"\. ',1..
ovoe wu1rep
ap1raryp.a
/Ca£\ "'a't'vpov
U7rapa,a£ /Cat avauvpau8a£ 0£aVO'T}8E{~.
,~\

'

I

evTVX£a~

,
"\.
I
ave,.,7r£UTOV

We proceed to consider the objections which have been
urged by recent commentators against the active sense of
ap1raryp.ov, "usurpation," or "robbery.''
(1) Hofmann in the Schrijtbeweis (vol. i. p. 149) argued
that " a state " (To elva£ fua Berj)) " cannot properly be
regarded as an act.''
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The objection, which Meyer met by referring tq 1
Timothy vi. 5, woptup.ov elvat 1"~V euuef3etav, was expressly
withdrawn by Hofmann in his Commentary on the Epistle,
p. 61 : " As to the phrase ap-rra-y;;-ov ~rye'iu()aL n, it must
before all be admitted that ap7raryp.ov, in consequence of its
termination, does not mean an object of robbery, either past
or future, but the robbing as the action of the robber."
We may therefore set aside this objection as invalid.
(2) A second objection has reference to the meaning
assigned in this interpretation to a'X.'X.a, as being virtually
equivalent to a'X.'X.' lJp.ro<;.
Against this Bishop Ellicott argues very strongly as an
undue expansion of the meaning of a'X.'X.a, and as not retaining "its usual, proper, and logical force after the negative clause."
Bishop Lightfoot also calls this rendering of a'X.'X.a "unnatural in itself."
I am not myself disposed to advocate the rendering in
the present passage ; but with all the deference due to such
eminent scholars I venture to think that the expressions
used in enforcing their objections are not altogether free
from exaggeration.
That a'X.'X.a is in fact sometimes used by St. Paul in this
meaning after a negative clause, cannot well be denied in
face of such passages as Romans v. 13: Sin is not imputed
when there is no law. Nevertheless (a'X.'X.a) death reigned,
etc. (R.V.); and 1 Corinthians iv. 4: I know nothing against
myself; yet (a'X.'X.a) am I not hereby justified (R.V.).
On the other hand it must be fully admitted that this
• aX'X.a) is very
sense of a'X.'X.a after a negative (ou" •
rare in comparison with its more ordinary meaning, "but,"
expressing a direct contrast to what has gone before.
(3) A third and much more valid objection is based on
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the relation of OVX ap7rl11'ff.J-OV ~"f~UaTO to the preceding and
following context.
Thus Dr. Martin Routh, commenting on the quotation of
Philippians ii. 6, in the Epistle of the Churches of Vienne
and Lyons, writes thus (Rell. Sacr., I. p. 364): "However
the words, ovx ap7raryp,ov ~ry~uaTo TO elva£ Yua 8erj), are to be
interpreted, this at least is certain, that the Lyonnais drew
from them a proof of Christ's humility (n}~ Ta7re£vo<f>pouvv1J<>)·
Nor they alone, but also many other ancient writers did
the same ; nay more, I will undertake to say that up to
the time of the Nicene Council no ecclesiastical writer can
be adduced who has clearly and plainly indicated that
these words mean, in accordance with the rendering in
our English Version, ' thought it not a thing alien to
Himself.' "
·
By "alienum a se" Dr. Routh appears to mean "a
thing obtained, or to be obtained, only by usurpation or
robbery; he thus rejects the meaning, "He regarded it as
His own by right."
The same view is strongly urged by the ablest of our
English commentators, such as Bishop Ellicott, Bishop
Lightfoot, and Dean Gwynn in the Speaker's Commentary.
They argue with undeniable force (a) that the rendering " thought it not robbery" is an assertion of rightful
dignity, and that, in a" prominent and emphatic sentence''
(Gwynn), where we are led to expect " an instance of selfabnegation or humility," exemplifying the principle in v. 4,
not looking each to his own things, but each also to the
things of others.
"We expect this appeal to our great Example (v. 5) to
be followed immediately by a reference, not to the right
which He claimed, but to the dignity which He renounced.
The mention of our Lord's condescension is thus
postponed too late in the sentence" (Lightfoot). (b) A
further objection is thus stated by Dean Gwynn: "The
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following verse (7), describing the act by which He
' emptied Himself,' brings it into the sharpest contrast by
the introductory 'but' (aX\a, i.e., 'but on the contrary,'
as in vv. 3, 4) with that which is conveyed by the verb
(~ry?]uaTo) of this sentence. But 'to think it robbery to be
equal with God ' stands in no such contrast with ' to empty
Himself.' To say ' He did not count it a wrongful act to
assert Divine Attributes (? ), but on the contrary laid them
aside,' is unmeaning."
Admitting the force of these arguments, we believe the
right meaning of the clause to be that the Son of God did
not regard His being on equal conditions of glory and
majesty with God as a prize and treasure to be held fast,
but emptied Himself thereof.
Before passing on, we may do well to observe the perfect
accuracy with which St. Paul applies the verbs {nrapxew,
elva~, and ry{ryveuea~, the first to the eternal subsistence of
"the form of God," the second to sta.tes and conditions
existing at a particular time, but presently to be laid aside,
and the last (ryev6p.evov) to the entrance upon a new existence
" in the likeness of men."
vi. Passing to the next clause, aA.A.a €aVTOY E/CEVWIT€Y, we
observe that(1) The position of €avTov before e/Cevrouev lays an emphasis ·upon the thought that the self-emptying was Christ's
own voluntary act,t an act corresponding to the precept in
V. 4, p.~ TtZ €avn;}v {"aUTO~ U"071'0VVT€<;,
(2) The verb "evoro is sometimes followed by a Genitive
denoting " the contents " which are removed, as in Plato,
Republ., viii. 560D : To-frrrov •
"evo5uavTe<; T~v • •
vvx~v.
1

Chrysost. in loc. : lloiJ oi

'Xf'YOPTES

cf>'11J'lv 1 <dvwiJ'EP, €a.vrav l!ra.'II'ElPWIJ'EV.

/Jn ava'YK'1P inrEIJ'T?j, /Jn V'II'ETa'Y'1; 'Ea.vr6v,
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Sympos., 197o: OVTO<; •
• f],_di<; aA.A.oTp£0T'TJTO<; ICEJIOt.
And Plutarch, Apophth. Lacon., 229n : Tav ,Yvxav Kev&Jua£
KaKrov.

When, as in Phil. ii. 7, there is no Genitive expressed,
the idea of the contents must be gathered from the context;
and in this case the antithetical relation between To elva£
i'ua Berj) and E/CEJI(J)U'EJI eaVTOV, enforced as it is by the direct
contradiction ovK •
, aA.A.a, leaves no room for doubt.
Accordingly the only admissible interpretation is that
which was given by the Synod of Antioch (A.D. 269) in the
Epistle to Paul of Samosata before his deposition : 1· ou
xap£Y 0 aUTO<; E>eo<; /Ca~ itv8p(J)7r0<; 'l-quov<; Xp£U'To<; •
ev 'Tfi EICICA'f/U'tq Tfi V'TrO TOY ovpavov 'TrrLU''f/ 7rE7rlU'TEVTa£ Beo<;
Jl-EY /CEVWU'a<; eavTOY Ct'TrO TOV elva£ i'ua Berj), itv8p(J)7r0<; o€ /Ca~
E/C U'7rfpJI-aTO<; .dafli.o TO /CaTa uapKa.

" On which account the same God and man Jesus Christ
in all the Church under heaven has been believed in as
God having emptied Himself from being on an equality with
God, and as man of the seed of David according to the
flesh."
When Meyer asserts (p. 88) that Christ " emptied Himself, and that, as the context places beyond doubt, of the
divine p.opcf>~. which He possessed, but now exchanged for
a p.opcp~ oovA.ov," he simply repeats, with ill-founded confidence, that identification, or, rather we may say, confusion of p.opcf>~ eeov with TO elva£ i'ua Berj), which has been
shown above (p. 243) to be the chief cause of so much
erroneous interpretation of the passage.
vii. In the next clause (p.opcf>iJv oovA.ov A.afJwv} the action
of the participle A.afJwv coincides in time with that of the
verb eKEV(J)U'eY. The state of glory and majesty implied in
the being on an equality with God was laid aside in the act
of taking the form of a servant.
1

Cf. Routb, Rell. Sacr., tom. iii. p. 298.
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On the meaning of " servant" in this passage, Bishop
Lightfoot writes : " For itv0pw7ro~ the stronger word oovA.o~
is substituted: He, who is Master (~eupto~) of all, became
the slave of all. Comp. Matt. xx. 27, 28; Mark x. 44, 45."
But this reference of oov"A.o~ is decisively rejected by
Bishop Bull, Primitive Tradition on the Deity of Christ,
vi. 21, a passage briefly referred to by Bishop Ellicott : " It
is to be observed that the form of a servant by no means
signifies here a servile condition of man, in as far as it is
opposed to the state and condition of a man who is free and
his own master, as the heretics contend, and some Catholics
have imprudently admitted.
For the form of a servant is here manifestly contrasted
with the form of God. And in comparison with God every
creature has the form of a servant, and is bound to obedience towards God. Hence the Apostle .
. presently
adds ryevop.evo~ v7r~~eoo~, became obedient, namely, to God the
Father." 1
The full significance of the title, form of a servant, is explained at great length by Dean J ackson in his admirable
Commentaries upon the Apostles' Creed, bk. viii. capp. 7ff.,
where he argues that when Christ " did in the fulness of
time take our nature upon Him, He did wholly submit His
reasonable will, all His affections and desires, unto the will
of His Heavenly Father : and in this renouncing of the
arbitrament of His will, and in the entire submission of it
unto the will of His Father, did that form of a servant,
whereof our Apostle speaks, formally consist.''
The true meaning of p.opcp~ in the expression form of God
is confirmed by its recurrence in the corresponding phrase,
form of a servant.
It is universally admitted that the two phrases are
directly antithetical, and that "form" must therefore have
the same sense in both.
1

Cf. Def. Fill. Nic., P. i., L. ii., c. 2, 52.
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The argument to be drawn from this acknowledged fact
is well expressed by Chrysostom in his Commentary on the
Epistle : " What then should we say in answer to Arius,
who said that the Son is of other substance (than the
Father) ? Tell me, what is the meaning of this-' He took
the form of a servant ' ? He became man, says Arius.
Therefore also subsisting in the form of God, He was God.
For the word used in both places is p,oprp~. If the one
(p,oprp~ oovAov) is true, the other is true : the form of a servant, man by nature ; therefore the form of God, God by
nature."
We thus see that the full and proper meaning of p,oprp~ is
not less essential to the doctrine of Christ's true humanity
than to that of His perfect deity, as presented in this
passage.
It is sometimes asserted that in taking the form of a servant it was necessary to be divested of the form of God; in
other words, that the two natures in their fulness and perfection could not exist together in one Person. 1
Thus Dr. Gore 2 writes, "The question has been asked,
Does St. Paul imply that Jesus Christ abandoned the p,oprp~
8eov ? " And his answer is, " I think all we can certainly
say is that He is conceived to have emptied Himself of 1 the
divine mode of existence (tJ-oprp~) so far as was involved in
His really entering upon the human mode of existence.
St. Paul does not use his terms with the exactness of a
professional logician or scholastic." 3
I have always found it dangerous to assume that St. Paul
was inexact in his use of language, especially in passages
which have an important doctrinal significance ; and I have
been led by frequent experience to the conclusion that the
See above, p. 170.
Dissertatwns on subjects connected with the Incarnation, pp. 88f.
8 In like manner Canon Gore's Reviewer in The Guardian, 1st January,
1896, says that " St. Paul must have been using the word ' form' in a loose
po:pular sense, as we use the word ' nature,' "
1

2
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fault lay in my own want of a clear perception of the
Apostle's meaning, and not in any vagueness of expression
on his part.
Such, I believe, is the cause of Canon Gore's difficulty in
the present instance.
He has not grasped the true meaning of J.Lopfjl~ Beov, and
the distinction between it and TO elva~ Yua eer;;. This is
very evident in the following passage, in which the italics
are mine, and are meant to call attention to the uncertainty of Canon Gore's interpretation, and his confusion of
the two phrases. " The word ' form,' transferred from
physical shape to spiritual type, describes-as St. Paul uses
it, alone or in composition, with uniform accuracy-the
permanent characteristics of a thing. Jesus Christ then, in
His pre-existent state, was living in the permanent characteristics of the life of God.
In such a life it was His right to remain. It belonged to
Him.
But He regarded not His prerogatives as a man regards
a prize he must clutch at. For love of us He abjured the
prerogatives of equality with God.
By an act of deliberate self-abnegation, He so emptied
Himself as to assume the permanent cha.racteristics of the
human or servile life."
Now though St. Paul, we have been told above. "does
not use his terms with the exactness of a professional logician or scholastic," yet p,opfjJIJ must be an exception, for here
we are told that he uses it "with uniform accuracy." First
then it describes" the permanent characteristics of a thing,''
tha.t is, in this case, " the permanent characteristics " of
God; then, with a slight but not unimportant modification,
" the permanent characteristics of the life of God " ; then,
with a further change, it means "prerogatives,'' and so at
last " the prerogatives of equality with God." When we
add to this series of transformations Dr. Gore's previous
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definition of p,oprp~ BeoiJ as "the divine mode of existence,"
we certainly find a great want of" exactness," which cannot, however, be laid to the charge of the Apostle.
viii. In the following clause the meaning of taking the
form of a servant is more closely defined by the words €v
op,oul>p,an av8prfnrwv ryevop,evo<;, being made i1~ the likeness of
men.
The relation of this clause to the preceding is well stated
by Bishop Bull, Primitive Tradition, vi. 21 : " Christ took
the form of a servant at the time when He was made man.
This is clear from those words of the Apostle, eaVTOV
EICEVWCT€, p,oprf>~v oou:.\ov XafJwv, €v op,otwp,an av8pw7rWV
ryevop,evor;, in which there is a continuous €g~'Y1JCTt<;, whereby
the latter clause is subjoined to the former immediately
(ap,eCTwr;), without the interposition of any copulative conjunction. If you ask how Christ emptied Himself, the
Apostle answers, by taking the form of a servant. If you
ask again, how Christ took the form of a servant, the
answer follows immediately, being made in the likeness of
men, that is, being made man, like unto us men, sin only
excepted."
The expression likeness of men does not of itself necessarily imply, still less does it exclude or diminish, the
reality of the nature which Christ assumed. That, as we
have seen, is declared in the words form of a servant.
" Paul justly says : €v op,otwp,an av8pw1rwv, because, in fact,
Christ, although certainly perfect man (Rom. v. 15; 1 Cor.
xv. 21; 1 Tim. ii. 5), was, by reason of the divine nature
present in Him, not simply and merely man, not a punts
putus homo, but the Incarnate Son of God." 1
The plural av8prfnrwv is used because Christ's humanity
represented that which is by nature common to all men.
1

Meyer, after Theophylaet and Chrysostom: aompare Fritzsche, Jlom. viii. 3.
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Thus Hooker:, E.P., v. cap. 52, § 3, writes: "It pleased
not the Word or Wisdom of God to take to itself some one
person among men, for then should that one have been
advanced which was assumed and no more, but Wisdom, to
the end she might save many, built her house of that Nature
which is common unto all; she made not this or that man
her habitation, but dwelt in us."
ix. The next participial clause, teal uxr]p,an evpe(JElr; wr;
avOponror;, belonging to the following verb ha1relvwuev, declares what Christ appeared to be in the eyes of men, and
so prepares the way for the statement of that further humiliation to which He submitted at their hands. As p,opf/>1}
and op,oiwpa describe what He was in Himself as Man, so
uxijp,a denotes the entire outwardly perceptible mode and
shape of His existence. This meaning is well brought out
by Meyer : " Men saw in Christ a human form, bearing,
language, action, mode of life, wants and their satisfaction,
etc., in general the state and relations of a human being, so
that in the entire mode of His appearance He made Himself known and was recognised (evpeOelr;) as a man."
The clause gives no real support to the docetic view of
Christ's humanity, which Marcion 1 of old, and Baur in
modern times (Paul, ii. p. 52, E. Tr.) tried to find in it, but
rather implies the contrary. In the whole mode and fashion
of His life, in every sensible proof whereby a man is recognised and known as man, Christ was so recognised and
known and found as man.
Moreover the docetic view of the passage is utterly
excluded by its spirit, as is very ably shown by Dr. Bruce,
Humiliation of Christ, p. 31: "The form of a servant ascribed
to the Incarnate One implies likeness to men in their present condition in all possible respects ; for how could one
be in earnest with the servant's work whose humanity was
I

Tertullian, c. Mardon, v. cap. 20.
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in any sense doketic? Then, from the mind in which the
Incarnation took its origin the complete likeness of Christ's
humanity to ours may be inferred with great confidence.
He who was not minded to retain His equality with God,
was not likely to assume a humanity that was a makebelieve or a sham. It would be His desire to be in all
things 'like unto His brethren.' "
x. The words He humbled Himself mark a distinct and
further step in that self-humiliation which began when He
emptied Himself of His Godlike majesty and glory. Both
acts were voluntary (as is expressly shown by the use of the
word eauTov in each case), both sprang from the same mind
and spirit of loving self-sacrifice, and both were accompanied by the same self-consciousness of deity, 1 which is
implied in the fact that, as is shown above, He was still
subsisting in the form of God. It is this continuous selfconsciousness of the Son of God that gives the true measure
of His transcendent humility in every act of submission to
His Father's will, in suffering patiently endured, in man's
ingratitude meekly borne, and finally in obedience unto
death even the death of the cross.
xi. vv. 9-11. The extreme and final depth of Christ's
self-humiliation in submitting to His shameful death finds
its immediate and necessary reward in an exaltation proportionately great. Thus the Apostle's exhortation to the
Philippians to have the same mind which was also in Christ
Jesus is finally enforced by the promise of a glorious reward for themselves, which, though not expressed, is
necessarily implied in this supreme fulfilment of the divine
law that he that humbleth himself shall be exalted. It is
important to observe that this exaltation applies to Christ
1
Meyer, p. 97 (E. Trs.) : " The self-consciousness of Christ necessarily remained the self-consciousness of the Son of God developing Himself humanly."
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primarily and properly in His human nature only. This
distinction was carefully maintained by Athanasius and
other Fathers against the Arians, who, denying the eternal
generation of the Son, argued from the " wherefore " in this
passage, that, being exalted as the reward of His work on
earth, Christ was "therefore called both Son and God,
without being very Son." 1 To this Athanalilius replies that,
"As Christ died and was exalted as man, so, as man, is He
said to receive what, as God, He ever had, that even such
a grant of grace might reach unto us." 2
" For as He was ever worshipped as being the Word, and
subsisting in the fornt of God, so being the same, and having
become man, and been called Jesus, He none the less has
the whole creation under foot and bending their knees to
Him in His Name, and confessing that the Word's becoming flesh, and undergoing death in flesh, has not
happened against the glory of His Godhead, but ' to the
glory of the Father.' For it is the Father's glory that
man, made and then lost, should be found again ; and
when dead, that he should be made alive, and should become God's temple.'' 3
We may now look back for a moment on the results of
our interpretation, so far as they affect the inferences that
may, or may not, rightly be drawn from the passage in
regard to the Person and Natures of Christ in His state
of humiliation.
1. We. have seen that the word {nrapxrov, subsist·ing, as
used by St. Paul, denotes both the pre-existence and the
continued existence of Christ in the form of God; pp. 163169.
2. In illustration and confirmation of Bishop Lightfoot's
interpretation of the word p.op~~ as "essential form," it has
been shown that this sense was well known to conteml

Athan., c. Arian., i. § 37 •.
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poraries of St. Paul, that it was adopted generally by the
early Greek Fathers, and advisedly restored to our English
Bible by the Translators of the Authorised Version in A.D.
1611; pp. 169-173.
3. We have examined the opposite theory of those who
contend that the form is separable from the nature and
essence, that they can exist without it, and that in the Incarnation the Son of God did in fact empty Himself of the
form, while retaining the essential nature, of deity. This
error has been traced to its source in the false definitions
of Zanchi; and it has been shown that the Son could not
possibly empty Himself of the form of God without thereby
ceasing to be God in any true sense, pp. 173-176.
4. Next we have seen that tua Becj) denotes the manifold
circumstances of glory and majesty, or the particular modes
of manifestation, which were an adequate expression of the
divine nature of the Son, but not inseparable from it, pp.
242-245.
5. It has been seen that the meaning of the clause

oux

ap7raryp,ov ~ryi}uaTO TO elvat tua BeiJ, and its direct antithesis
to aA.:.\' eaVTOll etcf.vroue, clearly prove that what the Son

of God laid aside at the Incarnation was that equality of
conditions, such as glory, majesty, and honour, which He
possessed in His pre-existent state, and to which He prayed
to be restored, in John xvii. 5: And now, 0 Father, glorify
Thou Me with Thine own self, with the glory 'Which I had
with Thee before the world was, p. 246.
6. We have seen how the Apostle sets forth on the other
hand the fulness of Christ's humanity in a climax advancing
from its most general to its most special features,-from
that form of a servant which includes all God's creatures as
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ministers of His who do His pleasure,-to that likeness of
m,en which unites Him with us in our true nature as made
in the image of God,-and finally to that outward guise and
fashion, in which He was seen as a man of sorrows and
acquainted with grief, bumbling Himself yet further in
obedience to His Father's will unto death, even the death
of the cross, pp. 254-259.
St. Paul has thus shown us in brief outline the essential
features of the Incarnation, the perfect Godhead and perfect
Manhood united in one Divine Person, and " never to be
divided," seeing that the Human nature, denoted in the
name Jesus, is now highly exalted in inseparable union with
the Divine.
But as to the manner in which those two natures are
united in one Person,-as to the degree in which the Deity
was limited or the Humanity exalted by their union, during
Christ's life on earth, the Apostle has said nothing whatever
in this passage.
In fact, the precise manner of this union has been justly
described by one of the best English divines of a former age
as " a mystery the mo·st to be admired by all, and least
possible to be expressed by any living man, of all the
mysteries whose belief we profess in the Apostle's Creed,
the mystery of the Blessed Trinity alone excepted." 1
If then the conclusions warranted by the language of St.
Paul leave much still unexplained and incomprehensible to
man's understanding in the mystery of Christ's Holy Incarnation, they may yet be justly said to reveal as much as
is needed for the confirmation of our faith.
The continuance in Christ of the form of God assures us
that at least the moral attributes of the Godhead are faithfully represented in the one perfect image of the Father,
1

Jackson, On the Creed, vii, c, 30,
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His Incarnate Word. And thus His every act of tender
compassion, of patient endurance, and of loving self-sacrifice
shines out in its perfect beauty as a revelation of God's own
nature, and of His gracious disposition towards us.
If on the other hand the form of God is laid aside in
taking the form of a servant, and the influence of the Divine
nature thus suppressed, as in kenotic theories, the life of
Christ on earth may still serve for our example, by showing
what man may possibly attain when endued with the fulness of grace and power by the Holy Spirit; but by ceasing
to be a direct revelation of the character of God it loses the
power "to clothe eternal love with breathing life." 1
E. H. GIFFORD.

THE DISSOLUTION OF RELIGION.
MARK XII.

38-40.

MATTHEW XXIII.

LUKE XX.

45-47 (xr. 37-52).

Jesus left the Temple for the last time He spoke at
less or greater length upon the characteristic features of
Jewish religion as they were incessantly obtruded on His
notice. Its various types and representatives, scribes and
Pharisees, lawyers and Herodians, had assailed Him one
after another with tempting questions; the whole moral
phenomenon had been, as it were, paraded before Him;
and it was natural that when He had cleared the field of
His insidious enemies He should speak out the impression
they made upon Him. In Mark and Luke all we find is
a few lines warning the disciples, "in the hearing of all
the people," to beware of the scribes, with their ambitious
vanity, hypocrisy, and greed; in Matthew there is a long
discourse, addressed to "the multitudes and the disciples,"
in which the religion of the scribes and Pharisees is elaborately characterized, and a sevenfold woe pronounced upon
BEFORE

1

Hutton, Theological Essays, p. 289.

